October 21, 2021 12:26 PM from NDEP Group to everyone: Welcome to the NDEP Member Meeting! If you have questions, post to the Chat and select to send to Everyone OR raise your hand to be unmuted. Thanks!

October 21, 2021 12:42 PM from Michelle Sanford to host (privately): Where do we access the salary negotiation toolkit to use with students?

October 21, 2021 12:42 PM from Patricia Knisley to everyone: Quick question: I might have missed this - how much $$ is currently in the NDEP budget reserve?


October 21, 2021 12:44 PM from Leann Schaeffer to everyone: We really miss having a good drug/nutrient interaction resource guide for our students. This could potentially be a revenue producing venture or at least a relationship developed with a pharmacy school.

October 21, 2021 12:46 PM from Michelle Sanford to host & presenter: Is there a plan for an in person internship fair in the future or will it continue virtually? I really miss the in person experience and interaction.

October 21, 2021 12:47 PM from Rabia Rahman to everyone: yes, I second the drug/nutrient interaction resource guide!

October 21, 2021 12:49 PM from Dara Dirhan to everyone: The open house listings on the NDEP website indicate "No Listings at this Time" - any idea when the complete list of open houses will come out?
October 21, 2021     12:51 PM     from NDEP Group to everyone: @Dara, we are hoping to have the Open House Listing available in the next week or two.

October 21, 2021     12:51 PM     from Dara Dirhan to everyone: Thank you

October 21, 2021     12:55 PM     from Lisa Brown to everyone: Love the idea of the drug/nutrient guide!

October 21, 2021     12:55 PM     from Anja Leefeldt to everyone: Me too, Lisa!

October 21, 2021     12:55 PM     from Patricia Knisley to everyone: I know that the limit for the reserves is 100-150% of the budget - need to know how much is actually in our reserves to help with ideas for helpful resources. Lauren, do you have that information to share with everyone?

October 21, 2021     12:56 PM     from Diana Kinsfather to everyone: Agree on the drug/nutrient interaction - we have copies of this older (pink spiral) book and it is highly requested. Book has been out of print for a few years and costs upwards of $300 on ebay.

October 21, 2021     12:57 PM     from Coleen Kaiser to everyone: We also encourage looking into creating a drug/nutrient interaction resource. Love the idea of partnering with pharmacy too!

October 21, 2021     12:57 PM     from Patricia Knisley to everyone: When might we be able to hear an update from Marie Alsopp, our Foundation DEI Fellow?

October 21, 2021     12:58 PM     from Mary Purdy to everyone: Would love to see more dietetics curriculum and intern opportunities that focus on sustainability in the food system. Students are asking for this and it would be great to see NDEP advocate for more teachings/resources/projects related to this key issue. Thanks so much!

October 21, 2021 12:59 PM from Joanna Cummings to everyone: Agree with SFS activities!!

October 21, 2021 12:59 PM from Erin Bergquist to everyone: I agree Mary! Here are some great resources and a preceptor guide I created.

October 21, 2021 12:59 PM from Robyn Osborn to everyone: Has the updated NFPE guide been made available yet? This is a great resource.

October 21, 2021 12:59 PM from Joanna Cummings to everyone: NFPE coming very very soon!!

October 21, 2021 1:00 PM from Patricia Knisley to everyone: Is there any way we can clean up our NDEP listserv so that posts are separated into topics of conversation, job postings, and open house tabs? So hard to follow conversations of concern and interest!

October 21, 2021 1:00 PM from Erin Bergquist to everyone: We also have a concentration for Dietetic Interns, published in 2019 about sustainable, resilient and healthy food and water systems.

October 21, 2021 1:00 PM from Christina Liew-Newville to everyone: Can we spend the money on a marketing campaign targeting minority students to become NDTRs or RDNs?

October 21, 2021 1:01 PM from Patricia Knisley to everyone: Thanks!

October 21, 2021 1:01 PM from Mary Purdy to everyone: Thanks, @Erin - It's a great resource. I do know about this and HEN is developing that resource further but many links are out of date. I also am teaching about sustainability and providing trainings to interns and would LOVE to have more allies around these sustainability topics!

October 21, 2021 1:03 PM from Caroline Webber to everyone: There are a number of programs that feature sustainability. Would it be helpful to meet to find out what others are doing and how to promote?
October 21, 2021     1:03 PM     from Erin Bergquist to everyone:     Great idea!

October 21, 2021     1:04 PM     from Mary Purdy to everyone:     I have many resources around sustainability as well so feel free to reach out to me! Would love to connect with more of you (@caroline, @joanna :))

October 21, 2021     1:04 PM     from Barb Lusk to everyone:     Clinical Nutrition Management DPG

October 21, 2021     1:04 PM     from Rachael Drake to everyone:     For future townhall: leadership resources, tips, etc.

October 21, 2021     1:04 PM     from Joanna Cummings to everyone:     @marypurdy - yes! I would be more than happy to share what we are doing for SFS Curriculum

October 21, 2021     1:05 PM     from Mary Purdy to everyone:     Partnering with MIGs as well to bring more diversity in

October 21, 2021     1:05 PM     from Diana Kinsfather to everyone:     We have a Food Systems rotation in our DI. Would be happy to share resources or help programs connect. We are fortunate to be in a team within public health that has a Food Systems team. They have stepped up to the plate and even hired a past graduate of the program.

October 21, 2021     1:05 PM     from Caroline Webber to everyone:     Sure, Mary. You’re doing some excellent work for RDNs (as Erin). caroline.webber@wmich.edu

October 21, 2021     1:05 PM     from Carol Carr to everyone:     I think just more ways to connect and share resources could be nice.. as a new DI director i feel i have little resources and even when i asked questions on listserv i do not get much response

October 21, 2021     1:06 PM     from Joanna Cummings to everyone:     NFPE anticipated to be released by end of November - will have an ebook available :)
October 21, 2021 1:06 PM from Mary Purdy to everyone: @joanna - I'm at mary@marypurdy.co (i have to hop off!) Thanks! Thanx @Caroline!

October 21, 2021 1:06 PM from Coleen Kaiser to everyone: Town Hall Topic: How to incorporate and teach policy within dietetic curriculum, i.e., more than just federal nutrition programming.

October 21, 2021 1:06 PM from Laura Kruskall to everyone: Town hall idea- it would be helpful to hear about how many programs are handling the new master's degree requirement.

October 21, 2021 1:07 PM from Diana Kinsfather to everyone: @Coleen - we also have a policy rotation and presentation component to our DI. Happy to share or discuss.

October 21, 2021 1:07 PM from Carol Carr to everyone: I have a mentor but i am creating a program from scratch with nothing it feels like

October 21, 2021 1:08 PM from Coleen Kaiser to everyone: @Diana - thank you! It would be great to see what you have and connect. coleenk@montana.edu

October 21, 2021 1:08 PM from Patricia Knisley to everyone: World Critical Dietetics would be a great group to partner with regarding a number of crucial topics

October 21, 2021 1:08 PM from Caroline Webber to everyone: Great idea, Coleen. Policy is so important, and most of us didn't learn lots during training.

October 21, 2021 1:09 PM from Barb Lusk to everyone: Continue with information regarding implementation of 2022 ACEND Standards

October 21, 2021 1:09 PM from Diana Kinsfather to everyone: @coleen and Caroline - diana.kinsfather@maricopa.gov

October 21, 2021 1:09 PM from Carol Carr to everyone: is there a billing/coding resource since it si a CRDN but often facilites do not do this internally to send an intern to observe?
October 21, 2021     1:10 PM     from Patricia Knisley to everyone: For town halls: need more time for real discussion and answering of questions. One hour is much too short!

October 21, 2021     1:10 PM     from Mary Purdy to everyone: Winona Bynum of the Detroit Food Policy COuncil (Also an RD and Chair of NOBIDAN) is a great speaker on Policy. She just spoke to my class today and was wonderful!

October 21, 2021     1:11 PM     from Rachael Drake to everyone: AND published a Coding and Billing Handbook guide for program directors & preceptors (I have the 2017 version)


October 21, 2021     1:11 PM     from Carrie King to everyone: The Academy's resource (in the online store): RDN's Complete Guide to Credentialing and Billing

October 21, 2021     1:11 PM     from Leann Schaeffer to everyone: There was a resource published previously for coding and billing but it was very complex and difficult for the students to complete it.

October 21, 2021     1:11 PM     from Erin Bergquist to everyone: @Carol - The Academy is updating their Coding and Billing guide for educators and preceptors and competencies are being attached.

October 21, 2021     1:11 PM     from Lisa Brown to everyone: How do we navigate helping interns get to entry level competence in clinical nutrition if we work with sites that do not have a full suite of different types of patients? Best practices for pairing learning on site with alternative supervised practice

October 21, 2021 1:13 PM from Rachael Drake to everyone: EHRGo has online case studies where interns can get good practice different patients and disease states

October 21, 2021 1:13 PM from Diana Kinsfather to everyone: Katie Eliot - shout out to your moderator and presenter skills. You did a great job today and during the last meeting with ACEND.

October 21, 2021 1:13 PM from Lisa Brown to everyone: we have found it to be a little bit lower level than we want for the interns